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Suppression of resistive wall instabilities with distributed, independently
controlled, active feedback coils
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External kink instabilities are suppressed in a tokamak experiment by either~1! energizing a
distributed array of independently controlled active feedback coils mounted outside a segmented
resistive wall or~2! inserting a second segmented wall having much higher electrical conductivity.
When the active feedback coils are off and the highly conducting wall is withdrawn, kink
instabilities excited by plasma current gradients grow at a rate comparable to the magnetic diffusion
rate of the resistive wall. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~00!02308-9#
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Conducting walls placed near toroidal plasmas such
those created in tokamaks,1 reversed field pinches~RFP!,2

and spherical tori3 can prevent or reduce the growth of harm
ful, long-wavelength MHD~magnetohydrodynamic! insta-
bilities. For this reason, many attractive fusion power s
narios require wall stabilization to reach high fusion pow
density and operate continuously with low recirculati
power.13–15 Long-wavelength modes are stabilized by clo
fitting conducting walls because wall eddy currents opp
the helical perturbations created by these instabilities. P
sive wall stabilization can fail when the eddy currents dec
due to the finite resistivity of the wall, allowing resistive wa
modes~RWM! to grow on the time scale of magnetic diffu
sion through the wall,tw .4,5 RWMs have been identified in
RFPs6,7 and in tokamaks.8–10 In RFP experiments, both th
lifetime of the discharge and the growth time of the RW
were observed to increase astw increased. In tokamak dis
charges, the relationship between wall position and wall
bility was demonstrated by moving an adjustable conduc
wall near the plasma edge which stabilized fast growing
ternal kink instabilities and delayed disruptions.11 Addition-
ally, the wall eddy currents induced by external kink ins
bilities have been measured in detail and found to resem
ideal MHD calculations.12

Although wall-stabilized plasmas have been produc
transiently which satisfy the requirements for attractive hig
beta steady-state tokamak operation,16 a present challenge i
to maintain the effectiveness of wall stabilization for ve
long times relative totw . Three schemes have been pr
posed: The plasma can be rotated with respect to
walls,17–21 a nearby, secondary wall can be rotated with
spect to the plasma,22 or a network of active feedback coil
can be configured so as to simulate a perfectly conduc
wall23,24 or a ‘‘fake’’ rotating wall.25 Although the rate of
toroidal rotation needed to stabilize the RWM is seen exp
mentally to be lower than originally expected,26 active feed-
back is an important approach to RWM control since
physical mechanisms producing RWM stability with rotati
are still unknown27 and toroidal coupling to poloidal side
bands which resonate with magnetic surfaces within
plasma may act to break the plasma’s rotation at high be28

Previous magnetic feedback experiments used a s
3131070-664X/2000/7(8)/3133/4/$17.00
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number of feedback circuits to interact with a single toroid
and poloidal mode.6,29,30In this Letter, we report the first us
of a distributed network of independently controlled acti
feedback coils to suppress the growth of current-driven
sistive wall modes. Although the RWMs were observed
rotate, this rotation did not prevent the growth of resisti
wall modes. The results from these experiments support
feasibility of sustained wall stabilization through the use
active feedback coils.

The experiments were carried out using the HBT-EP
kamak which previously demonstrated passive wall stab
zation of external kink modes by adjusting the position o
segmented aluminum~Al ! wall.11 Each wall segment can b
independently positioned (1.08,b/a,1.70), allowing the
position of the wall to be adjusted relative to the plasm
Half of the original thick~1.2 cm! Al wall segments were
replaced with thinner~0.2 cm! stainless steel~SS! segments
at equally spaced toroidal locations. The active feedback
tem is illustrated in Fig. 1 and consists of thirty flux loo
sensors and thirty control coils mounted to the SS wall s
ments on the side not facing the plasma. At each of the
equally spaced toroidal locations there are two SS segme
top and bottom. There are three, overlapping, 15-turn con
coils on each segment with a poloidal angular width of;55°
and spaced 25° apart. Each SS wall segment also has
20-turn sensor loops in the center of its corresponding c
trol coil. The areas of the sensor loops are slightly less t
half the area of the control coils in order to reduce th
mutual inductance.

For toroidally continuous walls, the characteristic tim
for magnetic diffusion is given bytw5m0bd/r, whereb is
the minor radius of the wall,d is the wall thickness, andr is
the resistivity. For the HBT-EP wall, these times are equa
65 and 0.4 ms, respectively, for Al and SS. For segmen
walls, the RWM will still grow at a rate inversely propor
tional to wall time, 1/tw ; however, the segmented wall mu
be moved closer to the plasma than for a complete wal
stabilize the fast ideal mode.31 Wall stabilization observed
for many positions of the HBT-EP segmented wall are co
sistent with this prediction.32 For the experiments reporte
here, the SS wall segments were always fully inserted,
the Al wall segments were either fully inserted or fully r
3 © 2000 American Institute of Physics

opyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html.
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tracted. When the Al wall segments were inserted, pas
wall stabilization occurred. When the Al wall segments we
fully retracted, the RWM was excited reproducibly whic
allowed study of active RWM feedback stabilization.

Each sensor loop and control coil pair of the active fe
back system was connected to an identical and indepen
feedback circuit containing solid-state amplifiers and ana
filters. Each feedback circuit produced a voltage proportio
to both the flux,Fs , and the time-derivative of the flux,Ḟs ,
detected by a sensor. Near the center of the control syste
bandwidth, 4 kHz, the control voltage wasVc5GdḞs

1GpFs , with Gd531 V/V and Gp55.53105 V/Weber.
Referring to the formulations of Okabayashi a
co-authors,33 the HBT-EP active feedback system resemb
‘‘total flux feedback’’ with a dimensionless gain between
and 6 and excludes up to 85% of the penetration of magn
flux through the SS wall segments for magnetic fields up
10 G within a bandwidth of 0.4 kHz,v/2p,11 kHz. For
typical plasma experiments, the average radial magnetic
applied by the control coils was approximately one Gaus

In the HBT-EP tokamak, plasma discharges are crea
using a fast-startup technique.34 A large initial toroidal loop
voltage, 150–500 V, ionizes the plasma and allows an in
penetration of plasma current to the plasma core. The t
poral programming of the plasma current which occurs a
the initial startup changes the characteristics of the M
instabilities appearing later.11 Pressure-driven external kink
with a global radial structure are excited when the init
plasma current is sufficiently large to increase the cen
ohmic heating rate and plasma temperature.11,12 When the

FIG. 1. HBT-EP’s adjustable conducting wall consists of ten Al segme
and ten SS segments. Flux sensors and control coils are mounted on
SS segments. Each conducting shell can be independently positioned
respect to the plasma.
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initial plasma current is lower, it is possible to apply a se
ond, sustained current ramp which broadens the plasma
rent profile and excites edge-localized, current-driven ex
nal kink instabilities.

Discharges of the second type, called ‘‘current-ramp d
charges,’’ are used for the experiments described here.
ure 2 shows the time evolution of the plasma current, lo
voltage, and safety factor. The initial current ramp to 5 k
ionizes the plasma. The second current ramp to 9 kA ge
ates a broad current profile. The plasma line-averaged d
sity does not change significantly during the current ram
and the plasma beta,,0.2%, and poloidal beta,;1, remain
low.

For these discharges, the properties of MHD instabilit
are determined from the current profile. Although the curr
profile could not be measured, a useful estimate of the c
rent profile evolution was made by using a one-dimensio
transport code.34 The transport simulation was based on se
eral assumptions:~1! the effective ion charge state,Zeff , is
near unity,~2! the ion and electron temperatures are equ
~3! the initial electron temperature and current profiles
uniform, ~4! the plasma thermal diffusivity,xE , is uniform

s
the
ith

FIG. 2. Time evolution of a ‘‘current ramp’’ discharge which is unstable
current-driven kink instabilities and tearing modes. By using a o
dimensional~1D! transport code, experimental measurements can be
proximately reproduced, and the instability growth rates can be calcul
from the evolving current-profile as a function of wall position.
opyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html.
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3135Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 8, August 2000 Suppression of resistive wall instabilities with . . .
and constant in time, and~5! the edge plasma temperature
constant in time. Measurements made in other similar
charges with a central Thomson scattering diagnostic
with movable magnetic and Langmuir probes are consis
with these assumptions. For the discharge shown in Fig
the transport simulation reproduces the measured loop v
age when the edge temperature is 5 eV andxE59 m2/s. As
the current increases, the central safety factor,q(0) de-
creases from 5 and reaches 1 at;3 ms. Except for the first
few hundredms, the current density monotonically decreas
with minor radius.

Since the HBT-EP plasmas have a large aspect ra
R/a;7.5, the long-wavelength MHD stability of these low
pressure plasmas can be computed using a cylind
treatment.36 Both external kink modes and tearing modes
found to be unstable. Figure 2 shows the growth rates for
idealn51 external kink and the resistiven51 tearing mode.
The illustrated growth rates correspond to the case when
plasma is surrounded by a perfectly conducting cylindri
wall at the two positions studied experimentally,b/a51.08
and 1.70. External kink instabilities are expected to app
for brief transient intervals, only fractions of a millisecon
long, shortly afterq(a) decreases below an integral valu
The growth rates of the external kinks are strongly infl
enced by wall position. Tearing modes are unstable throu
out the discharge, but they grow more slowly than ki
modes. Wall position also reduces the growth of tear
modes, but stabilization only occurs when the rational s
face approaches the edge of the plasma. These edge te
modes are sometimes called ‘‘resistive kink modes.’’36

MHD fluctuations which coincide with the expected a
pearance of instability are detected by the sensor loops o
active feedback system and by a poloidal array of Mirn
coils mounted on the inside of an Al wall segment. T
voltages from five sensor loops located at the same polo
angle and equally spaced toroidally are used to compute
magnitude of the nonaxisymmetric,n51, rate of flux pen-
etration through SS wall segments. The poloidal Mirn
coils are used to monitor the size and poloidal structure
the magnetic perturbations.

Figure 3 shows the effects of passive wall stabilizat
and of active feedback control on the magnetic fluctuatio
The figure shows three typical plasma discharges which
nearly identical except for the arrangement and use of
adjustable wall segments. Discharge number 22 763 had
Al wall segments fully inserted,b/a51.07. The other two
discharges~numbered 22 780 and 22 781! had the Al seg-
ments fully retracted,b/a51.70. When the Al wall was in-
serted, a short burst ofn51 activity was observed on th
sensor loops asq(a) approached and passed below 3. T
was accompanied by an equally short burst of Mirnov os
lations. Approximately 0.5 ms later,m52 tearing modes
saturated with a relatively large amplitude,dBu /Bu(a)
;5%. The tearing modes rotate near the electron diam
netic drift frequency,'10 kHz, and these modes have be
described in detail elsewhere.30

When the Al segments are retracted and the active fe
back control is off~22 780!, the amplitude of them53 os-
cillations increase significantly whenq(a);3. The poloidal
 07 Aug 2000 to 128.59.51.159.Redistribution subject to AIP c
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field perturbations,dBu , increase at a rate as large as
3103 s21 and clearly show a poloidal structure of an exte
nal mode. Perturbedn51 flux is driven through the SS wal
for a period lasting 0.4 ms. This growth rate is much le
than the ideal MHD growth rate with the wall retracted, a
it is also 2 to 3 times faster than the expected growth rate
a resistive kink in the absence of a wall. The growingm
53 mode initially rotates near a frequency between 5 k
,V/2p,7 kHz. The rotation rate slows after reaching pe
amplitude. This time also coincides with the onset of a min
disruption and a 1 cmdecrease in the plasma major radiu
The discharge eventually recovers, and saturatedm52 tear-
ing modes appear fort.3 ms. This behavior is typical o
other HBT-EP discharges that do not terminate with a ma
disruption during the current ramp11 and that have plasma
lifetimes ~a measure of ‘‘performance’’! dependent on the
saturated levels of tearing modes during the current flat-
For the plasmas described here, the short RWM bursts
ther caused major disruptions nor influenced tearing m
amplitude, and, as a consequence, overall discharge life
was not influenced by Al shell position~or with the applica-
tion of feedback!.

When the active feedback control is switched
~22 781!, the amplitudes of them53 fluctuations andn51
flux penetration rate decrease to levels at or below th
observed when the Al segments are fully inserted. Sim
levels of growth rate suppression were reproduced on

FIG. 3. Three similar discharges illustrate stabilization of the (m53,
n51) edge kink instability by either inserting the thick Al wall segments
by switching on active feedback control. The figure shows~a! the edge
safety factor,~b! the rate of non-axisymmetric (n51) flux penetration
through the SS wall, and~c! the perturbed poloidal field from two Mirnov
coils separated poloidally by 55°.
opyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html.
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discharges prepared in the same way as 22 781. At
present time, the only difference consistently detected
tween the MHD behaviors of discharges stabilized with
wall segments or with active feedback is the earlier onse
tearing mode rotation occurring with feedback.

The growth rate of then51 mode seen without feed
back~22 780! corresponds to expectations for the RWM~ap-
proximately 2m/tw in the cylindrical limit!. Using a varia-
tional technique,37 the RWM growth rate calculated with
cylindrical approximation peaks at 203103 s21 and de-
creases quickly asq(a) decreases in time.

The RWM growth rate, with and without active feed
back, can also be calculated with accurate wall and con
coil geometry using the technique developed by Booze35

and a ~3D! three-dimensional, finite element, electroma
netic computer code such as the VALEN code being de
oped by Bialek.38 In Boozer’s prescription, wall instability is
parameterized in terms of a dimensionless stability const
s}2dW/F̃2, wheredW is the change in plasma energy a
F̃ is the perturbed magnetic flux due to the MHD perturb
tion. Instability occurs whens.0 for any wall with finite
tw , and increasings corresponds to stronger instabilit
drive. Figure 4 summarizes the computed growth rates of
external mode whenq(a),3 for the HBT-EP wall and coil
geometries. A region coinciding with the parameters o
served in the experiment is indicated by cross-hatch
When 0.02,s,0.04, the effect of moving the Al wall seg
ments~while keeping the SS segments near the plasma! is
change the RWM growth rate as seen experimentally. W
retracted, the RWM growth rate is near 104 s21, and, when
inserted, the growth rate is reduced sufficiently as to m
detection difficult. Within this region, the calculations al
indicate that feedback can be effective provided the effec
gain is greater than about 105 V/Weber, consistent with the
experimental observations.

In summary, the growth of RWMs has been suppres
by energizing a network of active feedback control coils. T

FIG. 4. The instability growth rate computed for the actual HBT-EP s
mented wall and active control system using a 3D electromagnetic code
the technique described by Boozer~Ref. 35!. The cross-hatched region in
dicates parameters consistent with experimental observations. The SS
ments are always inserted, but the growth rate of the RWM is significa
decreased by insertion of the Al wall segments. With the Al segments
tracted but with active feedback on, a similar reduction of RWM grow
rates can occur when the gain of the active feedback system exceed5

V/Weber.
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observed stabilization resembles passive wall stabiliza
achieved by moving a highly conducting wall to the edge
the plasma and is consistent with 3D electromagnetic ca
lations. Further details of these and additional investigati
of the active control of RWMs will be reported in a separa
article. Investigations now underway include the study
high-beta discharges, improvedq profile measurements, an
optimization of the active feedback circuits.
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